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Research has demonstrated that function-based interventions are most effective for addressing problem behavior. However, many function-based interventions, such as differential reinforcement of alternative behavior (DRA), rely on extinction procedures. Extinction is not feasible in all cases and can be counter-therapeutic if implemented without optimal treatment integrity. Researchers have successfully implemented DRA without extinction when various parameters of reinforcement (rate, quality, magnitude, immediacy) have been manipulated to favor alternative behavior; that is, participants engaged in higher rates of alternative behavior when reinforcement was delivered contingent on both alternative and problem behavior, but the alternative response produced better reinforcement in terms of rate, quality, magnitude, or immediacy. Parameter sensitivity, however, has been found to be idiosyncratic and therefore warrants individual assessment. Previous researchers have assessed individual sensitivities to parameters of reinforcement in the context of problem behavior; however, this resulted in
problem behavior occurring during assessment, which could be problematic given severe problem behavior. The purpose of this study was to use arbitrary responses to assess individual sensitivities to quality, magnitude, and immediacy of reinforcement maintaining problem behavior and use the results to implement an intervention for problem behavior without extinction.

The results indicate that arbitrary responses may be used to identify individual sensitivities to parameters of reinforcement that maintains problem behavior. Additionally, interventions were more effective when parameters for which participants were most sensitive were manipulated than when parameters for which participants were least sensitive were manipulated.
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Research has demonstrated that function-based interventions are most effective for addressing problem behavior. However, many function-based interventions, such as differential reinforcement of alternative behavior (DRA), rely on extinction procedures. Extinction is not feasible in all cases and can be counter-therapeutic if implemented without optimal treatment integrity. Researchers have successfully implemented DRA without extinction when various parameters of reinforcement (rate, quality, magnitude, immediacy) have been manipulated to favor alternative behavior; however, parameter sensitivity is idiosyncratic and warrants individual assessment. Previous researchers have assessed individual sensitivities to parameters of reinforcement in the context of problem behavior; however, this resulted in problem behavior occurring during assessment, which could be problematic given severe problem behavior. The purpose of this study was to use arbitrary responses to assess individual sensitivities to quality, magnitude, and immediacy of reinforcement that maintains problem behavior and use the results to implement an intervention for problem behavior without extinction.

We conducted individual parameter sensitivity assessments with two individuals with developmental/intellectual disabilities who engaged in problem behavior maintained by social positive reinforcement in the form of access to tangibles. The results of the
parameter sensitivity assessments indicated that one individual was sensitive to only quality of reinforcement. The second participant was sensitive to all three parameters and subsequently, we conducted a relative parameter sensitivity assessment to determine which parameter was most influential. The results indicated that she was most sensitive to quality and least sensitive to magnitude of reinforcement. Interventions were then implemented to evaluate the effectiveness of parameter manipulations to decrease problem behavior and increase an alternative response (i.e., requesting for the tangible item). The interventions were more effective when the parameter for which the participants were most sensitive (i.e., quality) were manipulated.

In sum, the results of this study indicate that arbitrary responses may be used to identify individual sensitivities to parameters of reinforcement that maintain problem behavior. Additionally, the results of the parameter sensitivity assessments may be used to develop effective interventions for problem behavior without the use of extinction.
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CHAPTER I
LITERATURE REVIEW

Function-Based Interventions

Problem behavior (e.g., aggression, property destruction, self-injurious behavior), can impede an individual’s development of appropriate skills, access to community resources, and overall quality of life. Thus, reducing problem behavior can increase educational and social opportunities that may facilitate an individual’s appropriate skill development. Problem behavior has been a focus of applied behavior analysis since the 1960s and the underlying assumption that behavior serves a function and is largely maintained by environmental variables (Arndorfer & Miltenberger, 1993) has been well established. However, it is only within the last thirty years that interventions to address problem behavior have been developed to directly address the functions that maintain problem behavior.

Prior to the 1980s, problem behavior was typically treated without taking into consideration the contingencies that maintained the behavior. Treatment selection for individuals with developmental disabilities relied on a least-to-most approach; that is, less intrusive treatments were tried first and, if unsuccessful, more intrusive treatments, such as punishment, were implemented (Mace, 1994). For example, Dorsey, Iwata, Ong, and McSween (1980) evaluated the effects of a reinforcement procedure (attention delivered contingent on the absence of target behavior), social punishment (saying, “No,” contingent on target behavior), and aversive stimulation (water misted directly in participant’s face contingent on target behavior) for addressing self-injurious behavior.
Neither the reinforcement procedure nor the social punishment procedure alone effectively reduced two participants’ self-injury. However, when aversive stimulation was included, self-injury decreased. It was hypothesized that the possible ineffectiveness of some procedures might be indicative of a lack of understanding of the variables that either produce or maintain self-injury (Carr, 1977); that is, although reinforcement procedures were implemented, the stimuli were arbitrarily selected and did not necessarily relate to the variables that maintained the target behavior. Thus, in many cases, the reinforcement procedures did not successfully override the environmental conditions that maintained problem behavior (Mace, 1994), leading interventionists to rely heavily on punishment procedures instead of reinforcement-based procedures (Herzinger & Campbell, 2007).

Beginning in the mid-1970s, researchers and clinicians expressed concern about the overreliance on default procedures that consisted of the application of contingent aversive stimuli (i.e., punishment) and/or arbitrary positive reinforcement (Iwata, 1988; Mace, 1994). Although powerful reinforcers and punishers were effective in many cases, behavior analysts became increasingly interested in the motivating variables that controlled problem behavior, such as self-injury, and how interventions could be tailored to address specific sources of motivation in individual cases (Carr, 1977). This led to the development of new technologies to identify the precise variables that maintained problem behavior, which would allow treatments to not only break the response-reinforcer relationship that maintained problem behavior, but to also establish a new response-reinforcer relationship to replace problem behavior. The development of functional assessment methods, such as the functional analysis (Iwata, Dorsey, Slifer,
Bauman, & Richman, 1992/1994), greatly altered the field by shifting the approach to problem behavior away from punishment (Axelrod, 1987) and toward function-based reinforcement procedures. This shift not only increased treatment precision and efficacy, but also increased the ethicality of behavior analysis by taking into consideration the client’s individual characteristics in developing an intervention and reducing the use of aversive procedures (Hanley, 2012).

**Identifying Function through Functional Assessments**

The goal of a functional assessment is to identify the environmental events, or variables, that influence problem behavior (Horner & Carr, 1997). For example, a student may engage in problem behavior in the form of property destruction (e.g., throwing items across a room) that is maintained by negative reinforcement in the form of escape from an aversive stimulus; that is, when instructed to complete a set of math problems, the student throws his work materials because he sometimes (or often) receives a break from the assignment as a result (e.g., he is instructed to go pick up the thrown items and thus receives a temporary break from the math problems). This causal relationship between the environmental variables and the occurrence of a behavior is often referred to as the function of the behavior (Hanley, Iwata, & McCord, 2003).

There are three general approaches to functional assessments, all of which have specific strengths and weaknesses: indirect, descriptive, and experimental (O’Neill, Horner, Albin, Storey, & Sprague, 1990).

**Indirect assessment.** Indirect assessment methods, such as interviews and questionnaires, seek to obtain information from those that work closely with the student,
including teachers, paraprofessionals, and parents (Lennox & Miltenerberger, 1989). The
interviewee is asked to describe the behavior, so that an operational definition can be
developed. The interviewee is asked to describe events leading up to the occurrence of
problem behavior or the circumstances in which the behavior does not occur, as well as
what typically happens after the behavior occurs. Although this method is relatively
easy, research indicates that it is, overall, not a reliable assessment procedure. Murdock,
O’Neil, and Cunningham (2005) note that by nature, indirect assessments are susceptible
to interviewees’ forgetfulness, bias, and other distortions. For example, the Questions
About Behavioral Function (QABF; Matson & Vollmer, 1995), is subjective and relies on
interviewees accurately recalling past events and being able to identify important features
of behavioral sequences. Tarbox et al. (2009) reported 43% correspondence between the
results of a QABF and a traditional functional analysis (described below). Thus, indirect
assessments may lead to inconsistent results when determining the function of behavior.
At best, they identify only a potential correlation between environmental events and the
behavior of interest (Tarbox et al., 2009).

**Descriptive assessment.** Descriptive assessments obtain information via direct
observation and measurement of the problem behavior, as well as the antecedent events
(i.e., events preceding the occurrence of the behavior) and the consequent events (i.e.,
events following the occurrence of the behavior), as they naturally occur (Bijou,
Peterson, & Ault, 1968). “ABC” recording methods are often used to collect data on the
sequence of events observed; that is, descriptive data are collected on the (A) antecedent
events preceding the occurrence of behavior, the (B) behavior that occurs, and the (C)
consequences that are delivered after the occurrence of behavior. Although this method
provides a temporal account of behavior and the environmental variables, it can be effortful and potentially distract from other individuals (e.g., other students in a classroom setting), as it requires the observer to attend closely to the individual that engages in problem behavior and their environment, so that antecedent events are not missed. Additionally, if the behavior occurs with low frequency, extensive observations may be required to obtain enough data to draw conclusions (Tarbox et al. 2009). Also, descriptive assessments can only provide information on correlations between environmental events and the behavior.

The fact that descriptive assessments are correlational is problematic because certain environmental events may commonly precede or follow the occurrence of behavior and yet not be functionally (i.e., causally) related to it. For example, in a classroom setting, academic demands may commonly precede problem behavior because academic demands are frequent in classrooms. Although for some individuals demands may be an antecedent to problem behavior, for others it may just be a high frequency event that is not functionally related to the problem behavior. Similarly, problem behavior is often followed by attention because problem behavior is difficult or inappropriate to ignore in a classroom; however, this does not necessarily indicate that attention reinforces or maintains the problem behavior. Thus, descriptive assessments can be unreliable when trying to identify the function of problem behavior.

**Experimental analyses.** Finally, experimental, or functional, analyses entail direct observation of behavior and the direct manipulation of some environmental variable. Functional analysis procedures, such as those first proposed by Iwata et al. (1982/1994), generally involve several 5- to 15-min sessions in which various test
conditions (i.e., attention, tangible, escape, alone/ignore) are sequentially presented along with a control condition (i.e. play) typically using a multi-element design. The functional analysis is typically conducted in a controlled, clinical setting, allowing independent variables (e.g., amount of attention being delivered, number of demands being placed, access to preferred activities/items) to be isolated and directly manipulated to identify those that occasion and maintain the behavior of interest. For example, when testing for an attention function, attention is withheld unless the individual engages in the target problem behavior. When testing for an escape function (i.e., the individual engages in problem behavior to escape an aversive event, such as demands or work), demands are made continuously unless the individual engages in the target problem behavior. At that time, a brief break is provided. Data are collected on some dimension of problem behavior (e.g. rate) during each type of condition and analyzed to determine which of the conditions produce an elevated level of problem behavior relative to the control condition.

This methodology has been used to identify the function of problem behavior for a wide variety of populations, including adults and children, with and without disabilities, and has been successfully conducted in a variety of settings, including hospitals, schools, and private homes (Hanley et al., 2003). Additionally, a wide range of behavior topographies have been assessed, including self-injurious behavior (e.g., Smith, Iwata, Vollmer, & Zarcone, 1993), aggression (e.g., Thompson, Fisher, Piazza, & Kuhn, 1998), and property destruction (e.g., Fisher, Lindlauer, Alterson, & Thompson, 1998).

Although the Iwata et al. (1982/1994) procedures are commonly referred to as the gold standard of functional analyses (Mace, 1994), a number of modifications have been
developed to allow for functional analyses to be conducted in a variety of settings under various conditions (Iwata & Dozier, 2008). For example, when there is limited assessment time, a clinician may conduct a brief functional analysis, for which sessions are abbreviated (Northup et al., 1991). When there is limited environmental control, a clinician may choose to conduct a trial-based functional analysis, in which the assessment is embedded into ongoing activities (Bloom, Iwata, Fritz, Roscoe, & Carreau, 2011).

Additionally, research suggests that interventions based on functional analyses are more effective than interventions based on other types of functional assessments (Campbell, 2003; Didden, Kozlilion, van Oorsouw, & Sturmey, 2006; Herzinger & Campbell, 2007). For example, Didden et al. conducted a meta-analysis on effectiveness of behavioral treatments based on functional analyses and descriptive assessments. This entailed calculating percentage of nonoverlapping data (PND) and percentage of zero data (PZD) between baseline and treatment phases for 80 studies. Higher scores indicate greater treatment effectiveness. Their results indicated that interventions based on functional analysis results produced higher PND and PZD scores than interventions based on descriptive assessments (i.e., mean PND and PZD scores of 75% and 35%, respectively, for descriptive assessments versus 83% and 48%, respectively, for functional analyses). Thus, basing treatment on the results of functional analyses may not only lead to more effective treatments being prescribed but also may decrease time between starting assessment and implementing a treatment because of more reliable results.
Function-Based Treatments

In light of the hundreds of assessments that have been conducted on a wide range of behavior topographies, the general finding is that behavior function is idiosyncratic to the individual; that is, no topography is exclusively associated with a single maintaining variable and each individual’s behavior must be separately assessed. For example, Iwata et al. (1994) found that of 152 cases of self-injurious behavior, 58 were maintained by social-negative reinforcement, 40 were maintained by social-positive reinforcement, 39 were maintained by automatic (sensory) reinforcement, 8 were maintained by more than one variable, and 7 could not be determined. This wide distribution of function emphasizes the need for individualized assessments, especially when dealing with severe or dangerous behavior, so that individualized function-based interventions can be developed and implemented.

Interventions are most reliable and effective when developed based on hypotheses about the maintaining variables for problem behavior (e.g., Arndorfer & Miltenberger, 1993; Repp, Felce, & Barton, 1988); that is, the intervention procedures should be matched to the function of the behavior. When the function of problem behavior and treatment are matched, three reinforcement-based approaches have been shown to be effective: noncontingent reinforcement, extinction, and differential reinforcement.

Noncontingent reinforcement. Noncontingent reinforcement (NCR) can be used to decrease an individual’s motivation to engage in a behavior; that is, because reinforcement is freely available, there is no need to engage in behavior to access it. Piazza, Moes, and Fisher (1996) accomplished this when developing an intervention for individuals that engaged in automatically maintained pica. Prior to intervention, a
preference assessment was conducted to determine whether stimuli that produced similar oral stimulation as pica were preferred over other types of stimuli. Stimuli that matched the oral stimulation of pica not only were selected more often, but also lower levels of pica were observed while the individual interacted with those items. The subsequent interventions consisted of continuous access to the matched stimuli, which constituted NCR. For all three participants, a decrease in pica was observed.

**Extinction.** Extinction procedures, which consist of withholding the reinforcer that maintains problem behavior following the occurrence of problem behavior, has been identified as an important component for interventions based on functional analyses because it breaks the response-reinforcer relationship for problem behavior (Vollmer & Smith, 1996). For example, Richman, Wacker, Asmus, & Casey (1998) conducted a brief functional analysis for disruptive behavior, and the data indicated that it was maintained by social negative reinforcement in the form of escape from demands. The intervention consisted of escape-extinction, meaning that if the participant did not independently begin completing a task after being given an instruction, hand-over-hand guidance was provided so that she could not escape the demand. Disruptive behavior was reduced to near-zero levels.

**Differential reinforcement.** Extinction is commonly, but not always, implemented in conjunction with differential reinforcement procedures, such that reinforcement is delivered contingent on some other behavior and reinforcement no longer follows problem behavior (Vollmer & Iwata, 1992). One benefit of using differential reinforcement is that it does not require individuals to be removed from their environment, as in the case of time-out procedures, and it does not rely on the delivery of
aversive stimulation, as in the case of positive punishment procedures (Vollmer & Iwata, 1992). A rich body of research has demonstrated the effectiveness of differential reinforcement with a wide range of diagnoses, topographies, and functions of problem behavior (Lennox, Miltenberger, Spengler, & Erfanian, 1988). For example, Buckley and Newchok (2006) addressed problem behavior of a 7-year-old that was maintained by social negative reinforcement in the form of escape from music by delivering breaks from music contingent on him not engaging in problem behavior for a specified amount of time (differential reinforcement of other behavior; DRO) and placing problem behavior on extinction. In another study, Fyffe, Kahng, Fittro, and Russell (2004) sought to reduce a 9-year-old boy with a traumatic brain injury’s inappropriate sexual touching of other people. The results of the functional analysis indicated that problem behavior was maintained by social positive reinforcement in the form of attention. The prescribed treatment consisted of teaching the individual to appropriately request attention by reinforcing an alternative communicative response and withholding reinforcement contingent on inappropriate touching (functional communication training; FCT). The intervention decreased inappropriate sexual touching and increased appropriate requests for attention.

**Support for Use of Function-Based Interventions**

In the past 30 years, the assessment of function and prescription of function-based treatments for problem behavior has come to be considered best practice (Arndorfer & Miltenberger, 1993) not only because it reliably leads to behavior reductions, but also long-term behavior change (e.g., Travis & Sturmey, 2010). Numerous studies have
evaluated the effectiveness of function-based interventions for various behavior topographies and functions. For example, when evaluating the effectiveness of interventions for self-injury, Iwata et al. (1994) found that extinction effects were highly selective across behavioral function and were predictable based on the results of functional analyses; that is, extinction procedures were effective only if they matched the function of the behavior. Thus, the accurate identification of function provides a critical foundation from which effective, function-based interventions can be developed for problem behavior (Arndorfer & Miltenberger, 1993; Repp et al., 1988).

**Differential-Reinforcement of Alternative Behavior**

As described above, differential reinforcement is one commonly used approach for addressing problem behavior. Although there are formal variations of differential reinforcement (e.g., differential reinforcement of other behaviors, differential reinforcement of low rates of behavior), differential reinforcement of alternative behavior (DRA) is one of the most commonly prescribed interventions to address problem behavior (Petscher, Rey, & Bailey, 2009). The greatest strength of DRA procedures is that it directly teaches individuals an appropriate way of contacting the reinforcement previously obtained contingent on problem behavior. This is commonly accomplished by reinforcing behaviors that are socially appropriate and withholding reinforcement following problem behavior (Vollmer & Iwata, 1992).

In a recent review of the literature, Petscher et al. (2009) found 116 peer-reviewed articles from 1977 to 2007 that implemented DRA procedures to address problem behavior for a total of 336 individuals. Although DRA has been used to address problem
behavior of adults (e.g., Goh, Iwata, & Kahng, 1999; Wilder, Matsuda, O’Connor, & Baham, 2001), over 80% of the participants in the studies reviewed were children, and the majority of those were diagnosed with autism or another developmental disability. Petscher et al. suggest these findings might indicate an overall preference for DRA in comparison to other procedures that may lead to extinction-induced side effects (e.g., extinction alone, differential reinforcement of other behaviors), because it teaches an appropriate way to access reinforcement. This might particularly be the case with individuals with developmental disabilities because of the language deficits often associated with these populations (e.g., Ferster, 1961). Additionally, some research suggests that DRA might more effectively address problem behavior than other differential reinforcement procedures. For example, LeGray, Dufrene, Sterling-Turner, Olmi, and Bellone (2010) compared the effectiveness of DRA and DRO (reinforcement delivered contingent on the absence of problem behavior for a predetermined interval of time) and found that both interventions were effective; however, DRA produced greater behavior reductions. Similarly, Roberts, Mace, and Daggett (1995) compared a DRA procedure (delivering a break contingent on compliance) with DRO. They found that DRA was more effective at reducing SIB maintained by social negative reinforcement in the form of escape, and that it improved task completion.

**DRA Procedures**

Traditionally, DRA procedures consist of delivering reinforcement contingent on alternative behaviors and discontinuing reinforcement contingent on problem behavior (i.e., extinction). The form of reinforcement is matched to the function of problem
behavior; that is, if aggression has been maintained by social positive reinforcement in the form of attention, a DRA procedure would consist of delivering attention contingent on the individual engaging in an appropriate behavior (e.g., saying, “Excuse me,” playing independently, etc.) and ignoring instances of problem behavior.

DRA has successfully addressed various behavior topographies and function, which further supports that behavior is idiosyncratic to the individual; that is, no topography is exclusively associated with a single maintaining variable and each individual’s behavior must be separately assessed (Iwata et al., 1994).

**Procedures for behaviors maintained by social reinforcement.** DRA has successfully been implemented to address behaviors maintained by social reinforcement. For example, Travis and Sturmey (2010) used DRA to address the delusional speech of a 26-year-old man. A functional analysis was conducted and identified the function as attention. The DRA procedure consisted of delivering attention contingent on the man making appropriate statements and ignoring delusional statements. The procedure reduced delusional speech, as well as increased the frequency of appropriate statements. With consistent implementation, the behavior change was maintained 4 years after the intervention was introduced.

DRA has also been used to address behaviors maintained by social negative reinforcement. For example, Kahng, Boscoe, and Byrne (2003) used DRA to address a 4-year-old girl’s food refusal. Initially, DRA was implemented using positive reinforcement; that is, contingent on food acceptance, praise was delivered. However, this procedure was ineffective. DRA was then implemented using a combination of positive reinforcement and negative reinforcement: tokens were delivered contingent on
food acceptance and the tokens could be exchanged for the end of mealtime. The latter treatment effectively reduced food refusal and increased food acceptance, demonstrating the importance of matching reinforcement that previously maintained problem behavior when implementing DRA.

DRA procedures have also been used to treat behaviors that are maintained by both social positive and social negative reinforcement. For example, Wright-Gallo, Higbee, Reagon, and Davey (2006) assessed and treated disruptive behavior in a classroom setting for two students. Functional analyses indicated that the behaviors were maintained by social negative reinforcement in the form of escape from demands and social positive reinforcement in the form of attention for both participants. The students were taught to either request attention or a break from tasks by delivering either attention or a break contingent on these alternative responses and implementing extinction procedures. DRA procedures were effective for both students.

**DRA for behaviors maintained by automatic reinforcement.** Although there is far less support for using traditional DRA procedures to address problem behavior maintained by automatic reinforcement, it has been demonstrated effective in some cases. For example, Favell, McGimsey, and Schell (1982) used DRA to treat two individuals that engaged in eye poking and pica. Although a functional analysis was not conducted to confirm the hypothesis that eye poking and pica were maintained by automatic reinforcement, problem behavior decreased when materials were made available, by which the individuals could engage in alternative behaviors that produced similar stimulation. For example, when provided with edibles, pica was reduced. Similarly,
when toys were available and the individual could manipulate them such that visual stimulation occurred, eye poking decreased.

Although by definition it is not necessary for individuals to interact with others to obtain reinforcement that serves an automatic function, functional communication training (FCT; described in detail below) has been used to address problem behavior maintained by automatic reinforcement. Falcomata, Roane, Feeney, and Stephenson (2010) evaluated the elopement behavior of a 5-year-old boy with autism and determined that it was maintained by automatic reinforcement in the form of access to stereotypic door play. FCT was used to teach the boy to request access to the door by touching a red card. Not only did elopement decrease and the red card response increase, but also they were able to thin the schedule of reinforcement from a fixed ratio of one response (FR1) to a fixed interval of 10 min in a naturalistic setting.

**Procedural variations.** Differential reinforcement of incompatible behavior (DRI) and FCT are two variations of DRA that have been specified for treating problem behavior.

**DRI.** Whereas DRA involves reinforcing a topographically dissimilar alternative behavior and withholding reinforcement following problem behavior, DRI specifies that the alternative behavior is physically incompatible with the problem behavior (Young & Wincze, 1974). For example, Pitman (2007) treated a woman who engaged in various problem behaviors that involved inappropriate ambulation, including crawling on her hands and knees, squatting while moving, and dragging her legs and knees across surfaces when moving from one area to another. A functional analysis indicated that her behavior was maintained by social positive reinforcement in the form of attention. A
DRI treatment was subsequently implemented, which consisted of staff members providing attention contingent on the woman walking upright (a response that is physically incompatible with the problem behavior); problem behavior decreased and upright walking increased.

Although some authors differentiate between DRA and DRI, it is unclear whether the distinction is necessary or even useful because it is based on topography rather than function. Vollmer and Iwata (1992) note that when behavioral function is taken into account when developing a DRA intervention, any alternative behavior selected, whether physically incompatible with problem behavior or not, is made functionally incompatible with problem behavior because one produces reinforcement and one does not. Thus, Vollmer and Iwata argue, determining whether the alternative behavior is physically incompatible with problem behavior is moot because both do not simultaneously produce reinforcement.

**FCT.** A second variation of DRA is FCT, in which individuals are specifically taught to engage in a functionally equivalent alternative behavior in the form of a communicative response (Carr & Durand, 1985). The majority of published studies that used DRA procedures to address problem behavior could be considered FCT because specific communicative responses were taught that produced the same reinforcer that previously maintained problem behavior (Petscher et al., 2009). For example, Carr and Durand, in one of the first studies on FCT, taught children to engage in communicative responses to elicit adult attention. These communicative responses were then reinforced with attention and problem behavior was no longer reinforced with attention. The
authors reported that problem behavior decreased and appropriate communication increased.

The overarching benefit of FCT is that it teaches an individual an appropriate alternative communicative response to obtain reinforcement and replace problematic behaviors. Teaching a communicative response strengthens important skills that allow an individual to appropriately participate in their environment (Carr & Durand, 1985). Additionally, a wide range of communicative response topographies can be used, including vocalizations, manual signs, picture or word cards, gestures, and micro switches (Brown et al., 2000), allowing treatments to be tailored to the strengths and limitations of each individual. This is critical because response effort can be an important variable when developing effect FCT interventions (Richman, Wacker, & Winborn, 2001); that is, an individual may continue to engage in problem behavior if the alternative response is too effortful (e.g., having to walk across the room to access a picture card). If responses are widely understandable, there is a greater likelihood of naïve individuals will reinforce the alternative response because there is no need to be formally trained to implement intervention. For example, Durand and Carr (1992) compared the long-term effects of FCT and time-out with 12 children that engaged in attention maintained problem behavior. Although both effectively decreased problem behavior, the effects of FCT were better maintained than the effects of time-out (i.e., problem behavior reemerged during the time-out condition but not the FCT condition) when naïve therapists interacted with the children. The authors hypothesized that this was the result of the children continuing to contact reinforcement contingent on the
programmed FCT responses despite the naïve therapists never being provided with information regarding the different intervention plans.

**DRA with Other Procedures**

Although DRA alone has been demonstrated to be an effective treatment, it is sometimes combined with other procedures. For example, DRA has been combined with NCR (i.e., the reinforcer that previously maintained problem behavior is delivered noncontingently, in addition to when the individual engages in the alternative behavior). The support for using DRA and NCR is somewhat mixed as NCR may affect the acquisition of the alternative behavior targeted by DRA. For example, Goh, Iwata, and DeLeon (2000) evaluated the combination of DRA and NCR with two individuals that engaged in self-injurious behavior maintained by social positive reinforcement in the form of access to tangibles or attention. Self-injury decreased; however, the alternative behavior (i.e., requests for access to tangibles or attention) increased only modestly. When the NCR schedule was thinned, self-injury remained low and requesting increased. Goh et al. noted that dense schedules of NCR might alter the establishing operation for the alternative behavior and thus might interfere with the acquisition of the alternative behavior. In contrast, Marcus and Vollmer (1996) saw a rapid decrease in problem behavior and an increase in alternative behavior when DRA and NCR were implemented to address the self-injurious behavior (maintained by access to tangibles) of a 5-year-old girl with Down’s syndrome. For a second participant, a 4-year-old male that engaged in aggression to access preferred toys, Marcus and Vollmer implemented NCR first and then superimposed DRA. NCR was effective and the alternative response was acquired
when the DRA procedure was superimposed. Thus, although there are cases of NCR precluding the acquisition of the alternative response, there are also cases for which it did not. Nonetheless, both Goh et al. (2000) and Marcus and Vollmer have suggested that NCR schedules be lean so that the establishing operation for the alternative response can be captured.

DRA has also been combined with various punishment procedures. For example, Kahng, Tarbox, and Wilke (2001) implemented a combined intervention to address a 5-year-old male’s aggression and food avoidance that had led to him being admitted to an inpatient unit. The treatment consisted of delivering preferred toys when the boy accepted food without engaging in aggression (DRA) and restricted the toys contingent on aggression or avoidance of food (i.e., response cost). The results indicate the intervention increased food acceptance and a decrease in aggression and food avoidance.

Similarly, FCT has also been combined with punishment procedures. In a review of 21 cases, Hagopian, Fisher, Sullivan, Acquisto, and LeBlanc (1998) found support for incorporating punishment into FCT: although FCT reduced problem behavior for the majority of cases (22 out of 25 cases), when it was paired with punishment, the intervention was effective every time (17 cases). The authors suggested that these results might be reflective of the effects of reinforcement and punishment being mutually enhanced when implemented together. In another study, Hanley, Piazza, Fisher, and Maglieri (2005) compared the effects of FCT and FCT with punishment in the form of brief restraints (hands down) and a visual screen. FCT with punishment was more effective for both participants and, interestingly, both participants demonstrated preference for FCT conditions that included punishment. Hanley et al. hypothesized that
this preference might be related to the effectiveness of the individuals’ overall behavior in the conditions. During the FCT condition, both participants continued to engage in problem behavior during extinction and thus only a small percentage of their overall responses (problem behavior plus alternative behavior) were reinforced. In contrast, in the condition that featured FCT with punishment, problem behavior was reduced more quickly and therefore a larger portion of the participants’ behavior resulted in reinforcement.

Although the studies described above demonstrated the efficacy of DRA or FCT in combination with other interventions, it is important to note that few of these studies evaluated when DRA or FCT were implemented alone; thus, it is unknown whether the additional treatment components were necessary. This is an important consideration because multi-component interventions can be difficult to implement with integrity, potentially decreasing the overall efficacy of the intervention.

Limitations of DRA

Although extensive research demonstrates that DRA can be effective, most cases assume optimal treatment integrity. Moreover, research suggests that DRA is most effective when problem behavior is placed on extinction (e.g., Kelley, Lerman, & Van Camp, 2002; Shirley, Iwata, Kahng, Mazaleski, & Lerman, 1997). Thus, optimal treatment integrity for DRA procedures requires reinforcement to be delivered every time an individual engages in an alternative response and always withheld following problem behavior. However, in natural settings, this may be difficult to achieve. It may be impossible to withhold attention to behavior that is dangerous and it might be
difficult to train staff to implement DRA because of caregivers’ long history of reinforcing problem behavior (St. Peter Pipkin, Vollmer, & Sloman, 2010). Additionally, it may be counter-therapeutic to prescribe extinction if it cannot be implemented with perfect treatment integrity because it may strengthen problem behavior; that is, if problem behavior is reinforced intermittently, it may become more persistent.

St. Peter Pipkin et al. (2010) identify two types of treatment integrity errors in DRA procedures: errors of omission and errors of commission. An error of omission is a failure to deliver reinforcement when it is scheduled. For example, a teacher may become distracted by another student and forget to reinforce hand raising in the target student. An error of commission is the delivery of reinforcement contingent on problem behavior. For example, a parent may not be able to ignore instances of aggression when it is directed at an infant sibling. Together, these types of errors may affect the overall effectiveness of the intervention. Problem behavior may not only continue or become more persistent due to a variable schedule, but the intervention could potentially be discontinued and the parents/caregivers may be less willing to continue with behavioral approaches to problem behavior. Alternatively, more intrusive procedures, such as punishment, might be introduced because the reinforcement-based intervention appears to be ineffective.

Research has evaluated the impact of these two types of treatment integrity errors on the effectiveness of DRA procedures. For example, Vollmer, Borrero, Lalli, and Daniel (1999) examined the effects of treatment integrity errors on the effectiveness of DRA. Their analysis consisted of combined errors of omission and commission, ranging from perfect integrity (i.e., reinforcement is always delivered contingent on alternative
behavior and never following problem behavior) to perfect integrity failure (i.e.,
reinforcement is never delivered contingent on alternative behavior and always following
problem behavior). When the interventions were implemented with optimal integrity, the
alternative behavior replaced problem behavior for three individuals. Interestingly, when
errors of omission or commission were introduced, the alternative behavior was
maintained so long as the schedule of reinforcement favored alternative behavior. All
three participants continued to engage in the alternative response, despite treatment
integrity errors; however, problem behavior increased during conditions with
programmed treatment integrity errors. This could be especially problematic when
dealing with severe problem behavior, such as self-injury, aggression, or property
destruction.

St. Peter Pipkin et al. (2010) also investigated the combination of errors of
omission and errors of commission on the effectiveness of DRA. Participants shifted
their responding between problem behavior and alternative behavior based on the
reinforcement rate available for each response type. If reinforcement was more likely to
follow problem behavior, the participants engaged in more problem behavior; if
reinforcement was more likely to follow alternative behavior, the participants engage in
more alternative behavior. St. Peter Pipkin et al. note that the combination of errors
appears to have the same effects on behavior as errors of commission, suggesting that
errors of commission may be more responsible for treatment failures than errors of
omission.

In sum, the research suggests that an error of omission is unlikely to greatly
impact the effectiveness of a DRA treatment; however, errors of commission can degrade
the effectiveness of a treatment, particularly when the rate of reinforcement no longer favors the alternative behavior. This may be an attainable goal for certain cases, especially when resources are available to provide extensive training and support when beginning to implement DRA with extinction to ensure minimal errors of commission. However, resources may not always be available to provide that level of support and there are some cases in which extinction is not feasible. For example, when problem behavior is dangerous and reinforced by attention, it would be unreasonable (and unsafe) to prescribe an extinction procedure. Additionally, if extinction is not possible and problem behavior occurs at high rates, it may be difficult to manipulate rate of reinforcement to that it favors alternative behavior. Thus, alternative approaches to DRA without extinction must be considered so that behavior analysts can prescribe effective treatments that can reasonably be implemented.

**Concurrent-Schedules of Reinforcement**

DRA can be conceptualized as a concurrent-operants arrangement (e.g., Athens & Vollmer, 2010), in which two independent schedules of reinforcement are in effect simultaneously for two different responses (Ferster & Skinner, 1957). In traditional DRA procedures, the alternative response is initially reinforced on a continuous schedule and problem behavior is on extinction. However, this is only one of many different concurrent schedule arrangements. Other concurrent schedules of reinforcement can be arranged so that the alternative behavior is differentially favored over problem behavior. The matching law has been widely used to describe patterns of responding produced when an organism is presented with concurrent schedules of reinforcement, and,
generally, it has been found that the relative rate of a response will approximate the relative rate of reinforcement available for that response (Herrnstein, 1961). The matching law accounts for the broad effectiveness of DRA and the findings are robust with respect to modest violations of treatment integrity. However, as with extinction, it may not always be feasible to implement a thinner schedule of reinforcement for problem behavior to shift response allocation to the alternative response. For example, if problem behavior occurs at high rates and has an extensive learning history, it may be difficult to increase an alternative response such that rate of reinforcement favors the alternative behavior, particularly if problem behavior cannot be placed on extinction.

Fortunately, rate of reinforcement is not the only parameter of reinforcement that, when manipulated, can affect how individuals allocate their responding. Research has also evaluated the effects of magnitude, immediacy, and quality manipulations. For example, Borrero, Vollmer, Borrero, and Bourret (2005) analyzed functional analysis and descriptive assessment data of three individuals with developmental disabilities that engaged in both problem behavior and functionally equivalent alternative behavior. They analyzed the descriptive data to calculate probability of reinforcement given a response, rate of responding, and rate of reinforcement, as well as other parameters of reinforcement, including magnitude (i.e., mean duration of reinforcement) and immediacy (i.e., mean delay to reinforcement). For two of the participants, responding was allocated more to the response that produced the higher rate of reinforcement (problem behavior for one and alternative behavior for the other). The third participant, however, allocated more responding to the alternative behavior, despite rate and immediacy favoring problem behavior. This last participant is interesting because
something other than rate influenced response allocation: The only parameter that favored the alternative behavior was magnitude of reinforcement, suggesting that this parameter was influential enough to shift responding away from the alternative that was favored both in terms rate of reinforcement and immediacy. These results suggest that manipulating other parameters of reinforcement may also be effective in treating problem behavior, which potentially increases the possible variations of DRA that can be implemented without the use of extinction.

Parameter Manipulations

Quality. One parameter of reinforcement that can be manipulated is the quality of reinforcement, typically associated with the relative efficacy of the consequence event (e.g., Athens & Vollmer, 2010). For example, if an individual engaged in a response more when chocolate was delivered contingently than when pretzels were delivered contingently, we would say that chocolate is a higher quality reinforcer than pretzels. Research has demonstrated that quality influences how some individuals allocate their responding across response options.

Neef, Mace, Shea, and Shade (1992), for example, reported different patterns of responding for three participants when both reinforcement rate and quality were manipulated. Although evaluated with academic tasks and not problem behavior, quality overrode rate of reinforcement for two individuals; that is, they allocated more responding to the response that produced higher quality reinforcement at a lower rate than lower quality reinforcement at a higher rate. The third participant, however, allocated responding according to rate of reinforcement rather than quality. Similarly,
Mace, Neef, Shade, and Mauro (1996) demonstrated that reinforcer quality overrode the combined effects of rate of reinforcement and difficulty of academic tasks for two students.

Piazza et al. (1997) applied quality manipulations to a DRA without extinction procedure designed to address problem behavior of three children referred for the assessment and treatment of severe problem behavior maintained by both social positive reinforcement (access to tangibles, attention, or both) and social negative reinforcement (escape from tasks). The effects of the DRA intervention were evaluated by systematically altering the quality of 30-s breaks for alternative behavior (compliance), while problem behavior consistently produced a 30-s break. The quality of breaks was manipulated by adding additional stimuli (i.e., attention, preferred tangible items, or both). For one participant, quality manipulations alone were not effective; extinction was needed to decrease problem behavior and increase alternative behavior. However, manipulating quality reduced problem behavior and increased alternative behavior without the use of extinction for two participants. Hoch, McComas, Thompson, and Paone (2002) obtained similar results when problem behavior and alternative behavior (task completion) produced different quality breaks; that is, breaks were delivered contingent on both problem behavior and alternative behavior, but access to preferred stimuli was included during breaks for alternative behavior. Problem behavior decreased and task completion increased. Additionally, treatment gains were maintained when the schedule of reinforcement was thinned. Although quality manipulations were effective for the majority of participants in these two studies, it was ineffective for one of Piazza and colleagues participants, suggesting that sensitivity to quality may be idiosyncratic.
One major criticism of studies that have investigated quality of negative reinforcement is how quality is manipulated. Piazza et al. (1997) and Hoch et al. (2002) manipulated quality by adding additional stimuli, such as attention or preferred items, to breaks from tasks. While the addition of stimuli may alter the relative effectiveness of the break, it is conceptually complicated because it combines negative and positive reinforcement. It may be possible to alter quality of negative reinforcement in other ways; however, the current body of literature does not yet provide a method for doing so.

Magnitude. The magnitude, or the size, of a reinforcer has also been shown to influence response allocation. In 2002, Dube and McIlvane evaluated the sensitivity of six individuals with developmental disabilities to rate of reinforcement and magnitude changes using a computer program and arbitrary responses. They found that three of the participants were highly sensitive to magnitude changes, whereas two were only moderately sensitive and one was not, suggesting that, similar to other parameters of reinforcement, sensitivities vary on an individual basis.

McComas, Hartman, and Jimenez (2008) also evaluated magnitude sensitivity using a computer-based program; however, the participants were graduate students without a disability. The reinforcer used was points that could be exchanged for money at the end of the study. The results of the study indicated that when two options are made available and each is associated with a different magnitude value, individuals will allocate their responding to the option that produces the higher magnitude of reinforcement. Interestingly, response allocation did not differ greatly when there were small or larger magnitude differences (i.e., 1 and 2 points versus 1 and 8 points). Additionally, the authors found that responding was more persistent for the response that
produced a higher magnitude than the response that produced the lower magnitude. Although this study used arbitrary responses, it is possible that similar results would be obtained with problem behavior and alternative behavior, suggesting that manipulating magnitude to favor the alternative response might promote behavior persistence during disruption (e.g., extinction or treatment integrity failures).

Magnitude sensitivity has also been demonstrated with individuals with disabilities that engage in problem behavior. For example, Sy, Borrero, and Borrero (2010) evaluated the response allocation between problem behavior (aggression, self-injury, property destruction, and inappropriate vocalizations) and alternative behavior (request for break or tangible items) of an 11-year-old boy with autism. Descriptive data were collected and analyzed to determine the average duration of reinforcement delivered contingent on problem behavior or alternative behavior. This was then compared to the rate of each behavior. They found that the participant had allocated more responding toward alternative behavior, which was associated with larger magnitudes of reinforcement.

**Immediacy.** Immediacy of reinforcement delivery has been shown to influence response allocation. In a study by Neef, Mace, and Shade (1993), students diagnosed as emotionally disturbed were exposed to various contingencies to determine how they allocated their responses when both rate and immediacy of reinforcement were manipulated. When immediacy was held constant but rates of reinforcement were unequal, the students allocated their responses equally across both options. However, when delays differed along with rate, there was a bias toward the response associated with more immediate reinforcement, regardless of the rate. This pattern of behavior often
referred to as impulsivity, or the tendency to prefer smaller-sooner reinforcement over larger-later reinforcement (Rachlin, 1974), suggests that immediacy of reinforcement can override other parameters of reinforcement, such as rate, that favor one response over another.

Vollmer et al. (1999) obtained similar results when they implemented a DRA procedure to address two young boys’ problem behavior (aggression) that was maintained by positive reinforcement in the form of access to tangibles (food). After FCT responses had been taught to replace problem behavior, response allocation was evaluated when immediacy and magnitude of reinforcement were manipulated: aggression produced immediate access to one edible item; the trained alternative response produced delayed access (10 s) to three edible items. Both participants engaged in more aggression despite it producing a small magnitude of reinforcement. Again, these results suggest that immediacy is a powerful parameter that can affect how individuals allocate their responding, even when reinforcement is delayed by as little as 10 s.

Horner and Day (1991) evaluated the effects of immediacy of reinforcement on response allocation between problem behavior and alternative behavior when all other parameters were held constant. One participant, a woman diagnosed with autism and severe mental retardation, engaged in severe self-injury and aggression maintained by negative reinforcement in the form of escape. Because of her limited vocal repertoire, she was taught an alternative behavior in the form of exchanging a break card with trainers. When immediacy favored problem behavior over alternative behavior, the participant continued to engage in higher rates of problem behavior; however, her response allocation shifted to alternative behavior when immediacy was manipulated to
favor alternative behavior. These results highlight the importance of considering sensitivity to immediacy of reinforcement when developing DRA procedures, particularly for situations in which it may be more likely that caregivers attend more rapidly to problem behavior than appropriate, alternative behavior.

**Identifying Individual Sensitivities to Parameters**

Numerous studies have found that sensitivity to parameters of reinforcement varies across individuals (Neef & Lutz, 2001a, 2001b; Neef et al., 1993; Neef, Shade, & Miller, 1994; Perrin & Neef, 2012), and therefore not every manipulation will be effective for each individual. Collectively, these results indicate the need for parameter sensitivity to be assessed at an individual level. If sensitivity to various parameters of reinforcement could be assessed in advance, interventions could be prescribed with greater precision and efficacy. Several methods have been proposed for identifying individual sensitivities to parameters of reinforcement.

Neef et al. (1994) evaluated parameter sensitivity for six individuals in the context of arbitrary responses (i.e., math problems) but the results were not applied to a behavioral treatment. The authors developed an automated computer-based assessment that presented pairs of math problems between which individuals chose. Each option was associated with a schedule of reinforcement that could be manipulated across different parameters; that is, if the student answered the problem on the left correctly, they contacted one contingency, and if the student answered the problem on the right correctly, they contacted a different contingency. The goal of the assessment was to identify relative sensitivity across rate, quality, immediacy, and response effort. To
achieve this, each parameter was pitted against every other parameter. For example, to assess sensitivity to quality, response allocation was recorded when high and low quality reinforcers (HQ and LQ, respectively) were combined with other parameters: high and low rates of reinforcement (HR and LR, respectively; HQ/HR v. LQ/LR; LQ/HR v. HQ/LR); high and low response effort (HE and LE, respectively; HQ/HE v. LQ/LE; LQ/HE v. HQ/LE); and low and high delays (LD and HD, respectively; HQ/LD v. LQ/HD; LQ/LD v. HQ/HD) to reinforcement. Responding differed across individuals when dimensions were combined and pitted against each other. This procedure has been used and modified in subsequent studies by Neef and colleagues (e.g., Neef & Lutz, 2001a, 2001b; Neef, Bicard, & Endo, 2001; Neef, Bicard, Endo, Coury, & Aman, 2005; Neef, et al., 2005).

Although the procedure used by Neef and colleagues provides relative sensitivities to a range of parameters by directly pitting the parameters against each other, the procedures may be difficult to apply to parameters of reinforcement for problem behavior. It might not only be difficult to capture the motivating operations to assess the efficacy of reinforcers that maintain problem behavior, but also it might be difficult to deliver reinforcement via an automated program when problem behavior is maintained by positive reinforcement, especially in the form of attention. Thus, an alternative procedure might be more appropriate when assessing parameter sensitivity in the context of problem behavior.

Athens and Vollmer (2010) evaluated individual sensitivities to magnitude, quality, and immediacy of reinforcement in the context of problem behavior. After identifying the function of problem behavior (aggression) for seven children, independent
assessments were conducted to determine whether individuals were sensitive to quality, magnitude, and immediacy manipulations. For the quality sensitivity assessment, reinforcement was available on a concurrent-schedule arrangement; that is, problem behavior and alternative behavior contacted different contingencies. First, reinforcers of equal high quality were delivered contingent on both problem and alternative behavior, providing a baseline pattern of response allocation. Then, alternative behavior was favored by providing high quality reinforcement contingent on alternative behavior and low quality reinforcement contingent on problem behavior. If this condition did not shift responding to alternative behavior, the quality of reinforcement available for alternative behavior was increased to include three different high quality items in comparison to one low quality item for problem behavior. These conditions were then alternated to establish experimental control. Similar assessments were conducted to assess for sensitivity to magnitude and immediacy.

For all three parameters, Athens and Vollmer (2010) were able to shift responding to alternative behavior by having the parameter favor alternative behavior. For example, manipulating magnitude of reinforcement such that problem behavior produced access to tangible items for 10 s but alternative behavior produced access for 30 s successfully decreased problem behavior. Similarly, providing a brief break immediately contingent on alternative behavior but delaying the break by 60 s contingent on problem behavior successfully shifted response allocation to alternative behavior and problem behavior decreased.

Athens and Vollmer (2010) additionally sought to evaluate the effects of parameter manipulations on response allocation for two participants when multiple
parameters were manipulated simultaneously. Schedules of reinforcement were held constant across problem behavior and alternative behavior. Problem behavior produced 5 s with a low quality reinforcer after a 10-s delay; however, alternative behavior produced 30 s with a high quality reinforcer immediately after the response was emitted. Both participants almost immediately shifted their responding to alternative behavior when multiple parameters favored alternative behavior.

Together, the results of Athens and Vollmer (2010) demonstrated that DRA can be effective without extinction when parameters of reinforcement are used to favor the alternative behavior. Although the effects were slower when individual parameters were manipulated, for all seven cases, response allocation shifted away from problem behavior and toward alternative behavior without the use of extinction. For the cases in which only one parameter was manipulated, it is possible that more rapid treatment effects would have occurred had a different parameter been manipulated for that individual because parameter sensitivity is idiosyncratic and the individuals may have been more sensitive to other parameters not evaluated. It may be effortful to simultaneously manipulate three dimensions of reinforcement in a natural setting and similar outcomes may have been achieved by manipulating a single parameter to which the individual is highly sensitive. Thus, identifying individual sensitivities might be beneficial for developing individualized interventions and increasing the effectiveness of DRA interventions without extinction.

Athens and Vollmer (2010) propose an assessment procedure that can easily be conducted in the context of problem behavior, whereas it would be difficult to do so using the procedure proposed by Neef et al. (1994). However, the procedures employed
by Athens and Vollmer require the participants to engage in problem behavior, which could be problematic depending on the severity of the behavior. One benefit of using arbitrary responses to identify sensitivities to parameters of reinforcement, as in Neef et al., is that it does not require an individual to engage in problem behavior. Although not evaluated in the context of problem behavior, basic researchers have previously demonstrated that participant responses to hypothetical tests to determine sensitivity to immediacy of reinforcement is indicative of how the individuals will allocate responding in real choice situations (Odum, 2011). Thus, it may be possible to assess sensitivity to different parameters in the context of arbitrary responses, rather than problem behavior, but to then apply the results to a DRA without extinction procedure. This approach may increase the effectiveness of treatments by taking into consideration individual sensitivities to parameters of reinforcement while avoiding the issues of problem behavior during assessment. Additionally, this approach may decrease potential treatment integrity errors by developing an intervention that does not include extinction.

Thus, the purpose of this study is to answer the following questions:

1. Can we use arbitrary responses (not problem behavior) to identify individual sensitivities to magnitude, quality, and delay of reinforcement for children that engage in problem behavior?

2. Will a DRA procedure in which problem behavior is not placed on extinction be effective when the alternative behavior is differentially favored using the parameter of reinforcement for which the subject is most sensitive?
CHAPTER II

METHODS

Participants and Setting

A total of six individuals were recruited for this study and screened for participation. Individuals were eligible to participate in this study if they engaged in problem behavior maintained by social positive reinforcement (i.e., attention or tangible functions) or multiply maintained by social positive reinforcement and social negative reinforcement (i.e., escape function) as determined by a functional analysis (described below). Individuals were excluded from the study if their problem behavior was found to be maintained by automatic reinforcement or exclusively by social negative reinforcement.

Excluded Participants

We excluded four individuals from the study. All four participated in the tangible and attention preference assessments and a functional analysis was conducted to determine the maintaining variable(s) for their problem behavior. We excluded Pacey and Lucy from the study because results of the functional analyses indicated their behavior was maintained by social negative reinforcement in the form of escape from demands. We excluded Troy after problem behavior was not observed after 12 functional analysis sessions and his staff reported that problem behavior would likely occur only in situations we were not able to replicate during assessment (i.e., restricting and delivering cigarettes). Finally, the functional analysis indicated that Esther had multiply controlled
problem behavior (i.e., attention, tangible, and escape); however, due to problem behavior observed during the preference assessments when instructions (i.e., “pick one”) were delivered, we determined she would benefit most if the escape function was addressed first. Subsequent treatments addressed all three functions and therefore she was no longer eligible for this study. Participant characteristics can be found in Table 1 and data from the preference assessments and functional analyses can be found in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

**Included Participants**

We included Rufus and Sabrina in this study. Rufus was a 31-year-old male diagnosed with cerebral palsy and a visual impairment that consists of no light perception in either eye. He can, however, differentiate between colors, shapes, and large pictures and objects. He was referred for aggression, property destruction, and inappropriate vocalizations. Sabrina was a 24-year-old female diagnosed with mood disorder, autistic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, psychotic disorder (not otherwise specified; NOS), personality disorder (NOS), and paranoid and antisocial traits. She was referred for inappropriate vocalizations.

**Setting and Materials**

We conducted sessions with Rufus in an empty room at a university-based day program that he attends during the week. We conducted sessions with Sabrina in a university-based clinic equipped with a one-way mirror. Both settings included a table and chairs for the participants and therapists to sit in and relevant materials for the particular condition being conducted (e.g., high preferred items, low preferred items,
etc.). We used colored cards and colored touch-lights for the arbitrary responses in the parameter sensitivity assessments and relative parameter sensitivity assessments (additional descriptions provided below).

**Response Measurement**

Topographies of problem behavior included aggression and property destruction for Rufus, and inappropriate vocalizations for both Rufus and Sabrina. *Aggression* was defined as hitting, pushing, pinching, biting, kicking, grabbing, or spitting directed at another person. *Property destruction* was defined as throwing items (not in the direction of a person), hitting/swiping items off of a surface, or hitting any surface with his hand or foot. *Inappropriate vocalization* was defined for Rufus as screaming/yelling and/or directing profanity toward another person and was defined for Sabrina as yelling, name calling, making false accusations about staff or therapists (e.g., “You’re torturing me,” “You’re abusing me”) and/or directing profanity at another person. We collected data on the occurrence of problem behavior throughout the study.

We also collected data on response allocation during the parameter sensitivity assessments and relative parameter assessment. To count as a response, Rufus had to touch one of the colored cards; Sabrina had to touch one of the touch-lights such that the light illuminated. Data collectors scored the response as the parameter value selected (e.g., if the card associated with low magnitude was touched, “low magnitude” was scored).

Finally, during the treatment evaluation, we collected data on a target alternative response. We selected alternative responses for the participants that were easy for the
participants to acquire. Both participants acquired the alternative responses and independently emitted the responses within four sessions of training. Data for response training can be found in Figure 18. The alternative response for Rufus was defined as handing the primary therapist a communication card that said, “Share with me.” The alternative response for Sabrina was to say, “Can I have a turn, please?”

Trained observers collected all data using handheld computers equipped with Observe! software. A second trained observer collected data for 66.4% of all sessions. For both Rufus and Sabrina, reliability was 100% for both the tangible and attention preference assessments. For the functional analyses, we collected reliability data for 31.3% of Rufus’ sessions, with mean reliability being 97.5% (range 93.5% to 100%); we collected reliability for 31.3% of Sabrina’s sessions with mean reliability being 96.3% (range 90.4% to 100%). We collected reliability data for 45.5% of Rufus’ parameter sensitivity sessions, with mean reliability being 99.6% (range 98% to 100%). We collected reliability data for 61% of Sabrina’s parameter sensitivity assessments, with mean reliability being 99.1% (range 94.7% to 100%). We collected reliability data for 50% of parameter tracking test sessions for Rufus. Mean reliability was 98.9% (range 98% to 100%). For Sabrina’s relative parameter sensitivity assessment, we collected reliability data for 25% of sessions, with mean reliability being 99.4% (98-5% to 100%). For the intervention sessions, we collected reliability data for 83.3% of Rufus’ sessions, with mean reliability being 98.2% (range 93% to 100%); we collected reliability data for 69.2% of Sabrina’s intervention sessions, with mean reliability being 98.8% (range 96.7% to 100%).
Procedures

This study consisted of five phases: preference assessments, functional analysis, parameter sensitivity assessments, relative parameter sensitivity assessment, and intervention. An overview of the procedures is depicted in Figure 3.

Caregiver Interview

Prior to all assessments, we interviewed caregivers using the Functional Assessment Screening Tool (FAST). The purpose of the FAST is to obtain initial information about potential relevant environmental events that might evoke problem behavior to improve the effectiveness of a functional analysis (Iwata, Deleon, & Roscoe, 2013). Additionally, we used the FAST results to indicate if there was a potential social function (attention, tangible, escape) for problem behavior. We did not exclude any individuals based on information obtained from the FAST. We also asked caregivers to identify preferred items/activities and social interactions to be used in the preference assessments.

Preference Assessments

We conducted two preference assessments with each participant to determine preferred tangible items and preferred forms of attention. We used the results of the tangible preference assessments to determine what items to use during the different functional analysis conditions (see below) and parameter sensitivity and relative parameter sensitivity assessments if problem behavior was found to be maintained by access to tangible items. We planned to use the results of the attention preference
assessment in the parameter sensitivity and relative parameter sensitivity assessments if problem behavior was found to be maintained by attention.

**Tangible preference assessments.** Due to Rufus’ visual impairment, he had difficulty scanning across more than a few items. Therefore, we assessed preference for tangible items using a paired stimulus preference assessment (Fisher et al., 1992) in which Rufus made selections between two items at a time. We assessed seven items: an iPad, radio, balls, massager, books, a binder of pictures, and Sesame Street picture cards. The assessment consisted of first providing Rufus 20 to 30 s of exposure to each item. Then, the therapist presented two items to him simultaneously and he was instructed to “pick one.” After a selection, Rufus was given 30 s with the item. The therapist then removed the item and presented another two items. This continued until each item was paired with every other item. We determined preference by calculating the percentage of trials in which the item was selected and ranking the items from highest to lowest percentage.

We assessed preference for tangible items with Sabrina by conducting a multiple stimulus without replacement (MSWO; DeLeon & Iwata, 1996) preference assessment. We assessed seven items: an iPad, puzzle book, magic 8-ball, radio, massager, digital camera, and a home and garden magazine. The assessment consisted of first providing Sabrina 20 to 30 s of exposure to each item. Then, the therapist presented all seven items in an array in front of her and she was instructed to “pick one.” After a selection, Sabrina was given 30 s with the item. The therapist then restricted the item and re-presented the remaining items in a different order. This continued until all items had been selected or until 30s elapsed without a selection. This procedure was then repeated two additional
times. We determined preference by calculating the percentage of trials in which the item was selected by dividing the number of times the item was selected by the number of trials in which the item was available. The results were then ranked from highest to lowest percentage.

**Attention preference assessments.** We based our attention preference assessment procedures on Clay, Samaha, Bloom, Bogoev, and Boyle (2013). We assessed four forms of attention for each participant: three positive interactions suggested by caregivers and one verbal reprimand that caregivers reported were commonly delivered contingent on problem behavior. For Rufus, we assessed preference between high-fives, a handshake, a pat on the back, and being told, “I don’t like when you do that.” The forms of attention we assessed for Sabrina included talking about Disney movies, recipes, pets, and being told, “I don’t like when you do that.” The assessment consisted of trials in which each form of attention was paired with other form of attention. For Rufus, the therapists were seated at a table on either side of him and a selection was defined as touching one of the therapists on the hand. We used this arrangement with Rufus because his disability limits his mobility. For Sabrina, therapists stood at one end of the room with a 6-foot table positioned between them. A therapist instructed Sabrina to stand at the opposite end of the room. A selection was defined as Sabrina walking toward one of the therapists such that she was on one side of the table. Prior to each trial, a different therapist prompted the participant to select each therapist so that they experienced the form of attention. Then, the therapist instructed the participant to, “pick one.” The selected therapist then delivered the form of attention for 5-10s.
Preference was determined by calculating the percentage of trials for which each form of attention was selected and ranking the results from highest to lowest percentage.

We then conducted a tracking test to determine whether participants preferred the form of attention or the therapists delivering attention. This consisted of switching the therapists who delivered the highest and lowest preferred forms of attention; that is, the therapist that was associated with the highest form of attention now delivered the lowest preferred form of attention and the therapist that was associated with the lowest preferred form of attention now delivered the highest preferred form of attention. If the participant continued to prefer the same form of attention, we determined that they tracked the form of attention and not the therapist.

**Functional Analysis**

We then conducted a functional analysis (Iwata et al., 1982/1994) to identify the maintaining function(s) of problem behavior. We conducted four conditions: attention, escape, play, and tangible. Sessions were 10-min and conditions were presented in a multi-element design. To aid in discrimination between conditions, different therapists wearing different colored shirts were used for each condition.

During the *attention* condition, the participant was in the room with the therapist and had access to a moderately preferred item (as indicated in the tangible preference assessment). The therapist informed the participant that s/he had work to do and diverted her/his attention away from the participant. The therapist delivered brief attention only when the participant engaged in problem behavior. This condition tested for behavior maintained by social-positive reinforcement in the form of attention.
The *escape* condition consisted of the therapist placing a continuous series of demands on the participant (e.g., complete various chores, put nuts and bolts together). If the participant complied with a demand, the therapist gave brief praise and then presented another demand. If the participant did not comply, the therapist modeled the task and then provided a second opportunity for the participant to complete the task. The therapist continued to present the demand until the participant complied. The therapist delivered a 30-s break (i.e., demand materials were removed) immediately after the participant engaged in problem behavior. This condition tested for behavior maintained by social-negative reinforcement in the form of escape from demands.

During the play condition, the participant was in a room with the therapist and had continuous access to their most preferred items (as indicated by the tangible preference assessment). Additionally, the therapist provided attention at least once every 30 s and no demands were placed on the participant. This served as the control condition.

Finally, during the *tangible* condition, the participant was in the room and the therapist restricted highly preferred materials but kept them within sight. Contingent on problem behavior, the therapist gave the participant 30 s of access to the preferred items. This condition tested for behavior maintained by social-positive reinforcement in the form of access to preferred items.

**Token Economy**

At different points during the parameter sensitivity assessments and relative parameter sensitivity assessment, we began observing both Rufus and Sabrina engage in problem behavior between sessions and during exposure trials. Because both participants
had multiply controlled problem behavior (i.e., tangible and escape functions), we hypothesized that attending sessions (Sabrina) and being instructed to “pick one” during sessions (Rufus) was evoking problem behavior maintained by escape. We introduced token economies to address the escape functions by reinforcing attending sessions (Sabrina) and complying with instructions to make selections (Rufus). This type of intervention was selected for two reasons. First, token economies could easily be implemented during the tangible parameter sensitivity assessments. Second, we delivered tokens such that reinforcement would not interfere with response allocation during the parameter sensitivity assessments. Tokens were delivered contingent on Sabrina attending sessions or Rufus making a selection when instructed, regardless of the actual selections made during the assessments. This allowed us to delay when back-up reinforcement was delivered for compliance (Carr, Frazier, & Roland, 2005), such that we did not adventitiously reinforce participants’ response allocation during the parameter sensitivity assessments.

We introduced a token economy with Rufus during the immediacy sensitivity assessment. Rufus did not have previous experience with token economies; thus, brief training was provided. Rufus earned stars contingent on making a selection when instructed to do so. The therapist increased the exchange requirement across sessions until he earned five stars before receiving the backup reinforcer (i.e., an edible reinforcer—ranch flavored chip—that was identified as highly preferred during a paired-stimulus preference assessment). It took six training sessions to establish the token economy. The therapist implemented the token economy for the remainder of the immediacy sensitivity assessment and the tracking test (both described below).
We introduced a token economy with Sabrina during the relative parameter sensitivity assessment when immediacy was tested against quality. Sabrina had prior experience with token economies; thus, rather than providing training, the therapist described the contingency at the beginning of each appointment. Sabrina earned a happy face for each hour she worked with the therapist, regardless of the selections she made during the assessments. When she had five happy faces (earned across multiple days), the primary therapist took her to the campus food court where Sabrina could choose to purchase one item that cost less than three dollars. Sabrina consistently selected fruit smoothies as her reinforcer. The therapist implemented the token economy for the remainder of the relative parameter sensitivity assessment (immediacy vs. quality and magnitude vs. quality).

Parameter Sensitivity Assessments

The purpose of the parameter sensitivity assessments was to use arbitrary responses to determine whether each participant was sensitive to quality, magnitude, and immediacy when reinforcers that maintain problem behavior were used. We used arbitrary responses to decrease the likelihood of the participants engaging in problem behavior during the assessment. Both Rufus and Sabrina had problem behavior maintained by social-positive reinforcement in the form of access to tangibles (as well as social negative reinforcement in the form of escape); we assessed their sensitivity to parameters of reinforcement using tangible items. Table 2 contains a summary of the values used for each of the parameter sensitivity assessments.
**Materials.** Each participant had a set of switches that served as the initial links during the parameter sensitivity assessments. For Sabrina, the switches were colored touch-lights (2.5-inch diameter plastic light that illuminates when pushed) that we placed on top of 3.5-inch cards that corresponded in color. We used the same colored cards as the switches for Rufus; however the touch-light was removed to make his selections easier. Different colored switches were used for each assessment. The highest preferred (iPad for both Rufus and Sabrina) and lowest preferred (cards for Rufus and magazine for Sabrina) items were used during the parameter sensitivity assessments.

**Design.** The parameter sensitivity assessments consisted of manipulating the different parameters by giving the participants an opportunity to choose between two consequences by selecting one of the two concurrently available switches that were associated with the different consequences. Each selection resulted in the participant experiencing the relevant consequence associated with that switch. We used an ABAB-reversal design to demonstrate experimental control. We reversed the contingencies associated with the concurrently available switches across phases to test whether the participant tracking the preferred contingency across phases. For example, if the purple switch was associated with a high quality reinforcer and the green switch associated with a low quality reinforcer in the first phase, during the subsequent phase, the green switch was associated with the high quality reinforcer and the purple switch was associated with the low quality reinforcer.

Each session consisted of 10 trials in which a therapist presented the participant with the two switches and instructed them to “pick one.” Contingent on a selection, the therapist delivered the corresponding consequence. Throughout all parameter sensitivity
assessments there were no programmed consequences for problem behavior and the therapist honored all bids for attention.

**Exposure trials.** Prior to each phase of the parameter sensitivity assessments, we conducted six exposure trials (three per switch). Each exposure trial consisted of the relevant antecedents for problem behavior (per the functional analysis results; preferred items were restricted) and a prompt to touch one of the switches. The therapist then delivered the relevant consequence associated with that switch (e.g., 15-s access vs. 90-s access). Sessions within a phase sometimes took place across multiple days; therefore, therapists conducted two exposure trials (one for each switch) prior to the first session of the day to ensure that the participant was familiar with the available contingencies.

**Quality sensitivity assessment.** The purpose of the quality sensitivity assessment was to demonstrate sensitivity to quality of reinforcement. Thus, we made a high quality reinforcer (i.e., highly preferred item) and a low quality reinforcer (i.e., low-preferred item) available. The high quality stimulus was defined as a stimulus selected more than 80% of trials in the tangible preference assessment (Koehler, Iwata, Roscoe, Rolider, & O’Steen, 2005). For both Rufus and Sabrina, we used the iPad as the high quality reinforcer. Rufus watched a variety of children’s television shows on the iPad and Sabrina played various games and watched movies. The low quality stimulus was defined as a stimulus that was selected between 10 and 30% of trials during the tangible preference assessment (Koehler et al., 2005). We hypothesized that stimuli that fell within this range would still function as a reinforcer despite being identified as low preferred (Roscoe, Iwata, & Kahng, 1999). The low quality items for Rufus were the Sesame Street picture cards and for Sabrina it was the home and garden magazine.
During the quality sensitivity assessment, either the high quality or low quality item was delivered contingent on the switch selected. We kept magnitude and immediacy constant; that is, therapists delivered both items immediately after each selection and participants had 30 s of access.

**Magnitude sensitivity assessment.** The purpose of the magnitude sensitivity assessment was to evaluate sensitivity to changes in reinforcer magnitude (i.e., duration of access to reinforcer). We set the values used in the magnitude sensitivity assessment based on values used in Vollmer and Athens (2010). Vollmer and Athens used a 1:6 ratio in setting magnitude values; thus, the low magnitude used in this study was 15 s access and the high magnitude was 90-s access. For Rufus, we doubled the high magnitude to 180 s (a 1:12 ratio) after not observing sensitivity to the high magnitude when it was set at 90 s.

During the magnitude sensitivity assessment, therapists delivered either the high magnitude or low magnitude consequence contingent on the switch selected. We kept quality and immediacy constant; that is, both selections resulted in the therapists delivering the highly preferred item immediately. Only the duration of access varied across selections.

**Immediacy sensitivity assessment.** The purpose of the immediacy sensitivity assessment was to test for sensitivity to immediacy of reinforcement. The immediate value was a 0-s delay. We set the delayed value for each participant by calculating their median IRT for problem behavior during the functional analysis and multiplying it by two. This resulted in a delayed value of 10 s for Rufus and 4 min 40 s for Sabrina. We
doubled the delay for Rufus to 20 s (4 times the median IRT) after we did not observe sensitivity to immediacy.

During the immediacy sensitivity assessment, therapists either delivered reinforcement immediately or delayed contingent on the switch selected. We kept quality and magnitude constant; that is, both selections produced the highly preferred item for 30 s.

**Tracking test.** Due to Rufus’ insensitivity to magnitude and immediacy (described in results section), we conducted a tracking test to assess side and colors bias that might have overridden the effects of manipulating these parameters. Using the same colors used in the immediacy sensitivity assessment, we tested immediacy against quality (a parameter for which Rufus is sensitive). One switch was associated with the low quality item delivered immediately and the other switch was associated with the high quality item delivered after a 20 s delay. We used an ABA-reversal design to demonstrate that he tracked contingencies when a parameter for which he is sensitive is manipulated.

**Relative Parameter Sensitivity Assessment**

The purpose of the relative sensitivity assessment was to determine if the participants are more or less sensitive to each parameter of reinforcement when they are sensitive to more than one parameter. We used the same materials as those used in the individual parameter sensitivity assessments and presented them in the same concurrent arrangement. We conducted sessions using an ABAB-reversal design as in the individual parameter sensitivity assessments, reversing the consequences associated with
the switches across phases. We conducted sessions similarly to the individual parameter sensitivity assessments, including the exposure trials. Each session consisted of 10 trials in which the therapist presented the participant with the two switches and instructed to “pick one” (initial links). Contingent on a selection, the therapist delivered the corresponding consequence (terminal links). There were no programmed consequences for problem behavior and the therapist honored all bids for attention. Table 3 contains a summary of the values used for the relative parameter sensitivity assessment.

We conducted this assessment only for Sabrina because the results of the individual parameter sensitivity assessments indicated she was sensitive to all three parameters. Rufus was only sensitive to quality of reinforcement; therefore, the relative parameter assessment was not conducted because the purpose was to find relative preference to identify the parameter for which participants are most sensitive.

**Magnitude versus immediacy.** The purpose of this assessment was to determine whether Sabrina was more sensitive to magnitude or immediacy of reinforcement (given the particular values tested). The two consequences we evaluated in this assessment were low-magnitude reinforcement delivered immediately and high-magnitude reinforcement delivered after a delay. We used values for magnitude and immediacy identical to those used in the magnitude immediacy parameter sensitivity assessments. We kept quality consistent across both options; that is, both choices resulted in Sabrina receiving the iPad. Thus, one switch was associated with immediately receiving the iPad for 15 s and one switch was associated with receiving the iPad for 90 s after a 4-min and 40-s delay.

**Immediacy versus quality.** The purpose of this assessment was to determine whether Sabrina was more sensitive to immediacy or quality of reinforcement. The two
consequences we evaluated in this assessment were low quality reinforcement delivered immediately and high quality reinforcement delivered after a delay. We used the same items and values for immediacy as those used in the quality and immediacy parameter sensitivity assessments. We kept magnitude consistent across both options; that is, both choices resulted in Sabrina having access to the reinforcer for 30 s. One switch was associated with receiving the magazine (low quality) immediately and the other switch was associated with receiving the iPad (high quality) after a 4-min 40-s delay.

**Magnitude versus quality.** The purpose of this assessment was to determine whether Sabrina was more sensitive to magnitude or quality. In this assessment, we compared high magnitude of a low quality reinforcer to low magnitude of a high quality reinforcer. We used the same items and values for magnitude as to those used in the quality and magnitude parameter sensitivity assessments. We kept immediacy consistent across both options; that is, the therapist delivered both consequences immediately after Sabrina made a selection. One switch was associated with 90-s access to the magazine and the other switch was associated with 15-s access to the iPad.

**Intervention: DRA without Extinction**

In all previous parts of this study, we assessed sensitivity to parameters of reinforcement using arbitrary responses. This portion of the study was intended to determine whether the results of the sensitivity assessments can inform the design of an intervention to reduce problem behavior. The purpose of this phase was to determine whether a DRA without extinction procedure that uses parameters for which the
participants are most sensitive is more effective than a DRA without extinction procedure that uses parameters for which the participants are less sensitive. If the effectiveness of the intervention varies based on the parameter manipulated, it would provide support for evaluating individual sensitivities to parameters of reinforcement when implementing DRA without extinction. This may increase the overall effectiveness of the intervention and promote long-term behavior change because it would require fewer treatment components (e.g., multiple parameter manipulations).

We found both Rufus and Sabrina to be most sensitive to quality of reinforcement. We found Sabrina to be least sensitive to magnitude of reinforcement. Rufus was insensitive to both magnitude and immediacy of reinforcement; however, there was less variability in data during the magnitude parameter sensitivity assessment, suggesting he may be slightly less sensitive to magnitude. Therefore, we manipulated magnitude as the parameter for which Rufus is least sensitive.

**Materials.** We again used the high quality and low quality tangible items during the intervention. We also included additional preferred items (i.e., nesting blocks and sight-and-see puzzle) for Rufus to decrease potential satiation with the iPad. Also, a 3.5-inch response card lined in bright yellow that said, “Share with me,” was available for Rufus to use as an alternative response to problem behavior.

**Design.** We used a multiple baseline, ABC-design across the two participants to determine the effectiveness of magnitude manipulations and quality manipulations in treating problem behavior. In all phases, we programmed reinforcement for both problem behavior and alternative behavior; however, the parameters of reinforcement varied across phases. Sessions were 10 min.
**Baseline.** We used baseline procedure similar to those used in Vollmer and Athens (2010). Problem behavior and alternative behavior both resulted in both high quality and high magnitude reinforcement; that is, the programmed consequence for problem behavior and alternative behavior was 90-s access to the iPad for both Sabrina and Rufus.

**Magnitude manipulation.** During the magnitude manipulation, reinforcement favored the alternative behavior; that is, therapists delivered high magnitude of reinforcement (i.e., 90 s) contingent on alternative behavior and low magnitude of reinforcement (i.e., 15 s) contingent on problem behavior. We kept immediacy of reinforcement constant, such that therapists always delivered reinforcement immediately. We also kept quality of reinforcement consistent for both problem behavior and alternative behavior; however, we used low quality items to assess the effectiveness of the magnitude manipulation because using high quality reinforcers (a parameter both participants were sensitive to) would likely overshadow the effect of magnitude because both behaviors would produce high quality reinforcement.

**Quality manipulation.** The quality manipulation consisted of favoring alternative behavior using the parameter the participants were most sensitive. The programmed consequence for alternative behavior was access to a high quality reinforcer. The programmed consequence for problem behavior was access to a low quality reinforcer. We kept magnitude and immediacy consistent; that is, therapists delivered reinforcers immediately and participants had access for 30 s.
CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Preference Assessments

The results of the tangible preference assessments are depicted in Figure 4. The paired-stimulus preference assessment suggested that Rufus’ most preferred items are the iPad and portable radio. We identified the book as moderately preferred and the Sesame Street picture cards as low preferred. The MSWO preference assessment identified the iPad as Sabrina’s most preferred item. We identified the portable radio as a moderately preferred item and the magazine was identified as a low-preferred item.

The results of the attention preference assessment are depicted in Figure 5. The results of the attention preference assessment identified pats on the back as Rufus’ highest preferred form of attention. His lowest preferred form of attention was the verbal reprimand. During the tracking test, Rufus initially tracked the therapist; however, after additional sessions, he began tracking the form of attention. This suggests that Rufus prefers pats on the back regardless of therapist. Sabrina’s highest preferred form of attention was talking about pets. Similarly, her lowest preferred form of attention was the verbal reprimand, which she never selected. During the tracking test, Sabrina immediately tracked the form of attention.

Functional Analyses

The results of the functional analyses are depicted in Figure 6. For Rufus, elevated levels of problem behavior were observed in the escape and tangible conditions.
Problem behavior was not observed in the attention or play conditions. These results suggest that Rufus’ problem behavior is maintained by social negative reinforcement in the form of escape from demands and social positive reinforcement in the form of access to tangible items. Similar patterns of responding were observed during Sabrina’s functional analysis: elevated levels of problem behavior were observed during the escape and tangible conditions; problem behavior was not observed during the attention and play conditions. The results indicate that Sabrina’s problem behavior is maintained by social negative reinforcement in the form of escape from demands and social positive reinforcement in the form of access to tangibles.

Sensitivity to parameters of reinforcement was evaluated only for the tangible functions; however, token economies were introduced for both participants to address the escape functions such that they would not interfere with conducting sessions. By delivered reinforcement contingent on making selections (Rufus) or attending sessions (Sabrina), we were able to increase compliance throughout sessions.

**Parameter Sensitivity Assessments**

**Rufus**

When sensitivity to quality was assessed, Rufus consistently selected the switch associated with the high quality item (Figure 7). Additionally, he tracked the contingencies across the phases, with the exception of one session. In session 7, he selected the switch associated with the low-quality item more than the switch associated with the high-quality item. His response allocation, however, returned to the option that
produced the high quality item for the remainder of sessions. These data suggest that Rufus is sensitive to quality as a parameter of reinforcement.

Data were less consistent during the magnitude and immediacy parameter sensitivity assessments. During the magnitude sensitivity assessment (Figure 8), Rufus alternated between the high magnitude and low magnitude throughout the first phase. At session 7, we increased the high magnitude value to 180 s; however, Rufus continued to allocate more responding to the low magnitude option. We did not observe sensitivity to the higher magnitude value and, therefore, returned the high magnitude value to the original value (i.e., 90 s) when the next phase was introduced to avoid having unnecessarily long session durations. When we switched the contingencies across phases, Rufus continued to allocate his responding to the pink switch, regardless of the contingency associated with it. The results of this assessment indicate that Rufus is not sensitive to magnitude at these values (15 s vs. 90 s).

The results of Rufus’ immediacy sensitivity assessment are depicted in Figure 9. In the first phase of the assessment, Rufus initially alternated between the immediate and delayed options. In session 2, Rufus requested that the switch on the left (the red card) be moved closer to his dominant hand (right hand). In session 3, the therapist shifted both switches to the right so that both were to the right of his midline but equal distance from his resting, right hand. The therapist presented the switches in this position for the remainder of the immediacy sensitivity assessment. Sessions 3-5, Rufus allocated almost all of his responses to the switch associated with immediate reinforcement (the red card). In the second phase, Rufus continued to select the red card that was now associated with the delayed consequence. The therapist introduced the token economy with Rufus at
session 11 when we saw an increase in problem behavior between sessions and during exposure trials. The token economy did not affect his response allocation, as he continued to select the switch associated with the delayed consequence more frequently. At session 14, we increased the delay to 20 s. During that session, Rufus allocated more responding to the switch associated with the immediate consequence; however this did not persist. Rufus continued to allocate responding during the second phase to the switch associated with the delayed consequence. In the last two phases of the assessment, Rufus continued to allocate his responses to the switch on the left (the red card), regardless of the contingency associated with it. This suggests that he is insensitive to immediacy as a parameter of reinforcement when these values are used (immediate vs. 20 s delay).

A tracking test was conducted at this point because this was the second parameter to which we did not observe sensitivity. We wanted to ensure that there were no extra-experimental features that were so powerful that they would override the effects of parameter sensitivity (e.g., side bias, color bias). The results of the tracking test are depicted in Figure 10. During the first phase, Rufus allocated more responding to the switch associated with the high-quality item delivered after a delay. When the therapist switched the contingencies during the second phase, Rufus tracked the contingencies and continued to allocate more responding to the switch associated with the high-quality delayed option. During the final phase, Rufus again tracked the contingencies and selected the option that produced the high-quality delayed option. The results of the tracking test demonstrate that when parameters that Rufus is sensitive to are manipulated, he tracks the contingencies. Additionally, the tracking test confirmed that Rufus was
more sensitive to quality than immediacy; this confirmed the results of the individual parameter sensitivity assessments.

**Sabrina**

The results of Sabrina’s quality sensitivity assessment are depicted in Figure 11. Sabrina consistently selected the switch associated with the high-quality item more than the switch associated with the low-quality item. Additionally, she tracked the contingencies across the different phases. These data suggest that Sabrina is sensitive to quality as a parameter of reinforcement.

Similar patterns of responding were observed during the magnitude sensitivity assessment (Figure 12). Sabrina consistently allocated more responding to the option that produced the high-magnitude of reinforcement. Again, she tracked the contingencies across the different phases. These data also suggest that Sabrina is sensitive to magnitude as a parameter of reinforcement.

During the immediacy sensitivity assessment (Figure 13), Sabrina allocated more responding to the option that produced immediate reinforcement. She tracked the contingencies across the different phases. However, higher rates of problem behavior were observed during the third and fourth phase. These data suggest that Sabrina is sensitive to immediacy as a parameter of reinforcement.

**Relative Parameter Sensitivity Assessment**

We conducted the relative parameter sensitivity assessment only for Sabrina because she was sensitive to all three parameters of reinforcement. The results of the
assessment are depicted in Figures 14 through 16. In the first comparison, magnitude was tested against immediacy (Figure 14). Across all phases, Sabrina exclusively selected the switch that was associated with immediate, low-magnitude reinforcement. These data suggest that Sabrina is more sensitive to immediacy than magnitude.

In the second comparison, we tested immediacy against quality (Figure 15). In the first phase, Sabrina allocated more responding to the switch that produced the delayed high-quality reinforcement. There was more variability during the second phase, as Sabrina initially allocated more responding to the option that produced the immediate low-quality reinforcer. At session 10, Sabrina switched to selecting the option that produced delayed high quality reinforcement. The therapist introduced the token economy at the beginning of session 14, after Sabrina began engaging in more problem behavior between sessions and during exposure trials and made statements about choosing the immediate option so that she could go home sooner. After we incorporated the token economy, Sabrina tracked the option that produced the delayed high-quality reinforcement (the third phase). In the final phase, she again allocated more responding to the option that produced delayed high-quality reinforcement, with the exception of session 19. These data suggest that Sabrina is more sensitive to quality than immediacy.

In the last comparison, magnitude was tested against quality (Figure 16). In the first three phases, Sabrina consistently selected the switch associated with low-magnitude high-quality reinforcement. In the final phase, she continued to select the switch associated with low-magnitude high-quality reinforcement 60% of trials. These data suggest that Sabrina is more sensitive to quality over magnitude.
Together the results of the relative parameter sensitivity assessment suggest that using these specific stimuli (i.e., iPad and magazine), Sabrina is most sensitive to quality, followed by immediacy (in comparison to a 4-min and 40-s delay). Although sensitive, she is least sensitive to magnitude as a parameter of reinforcement at the values tested (i.e., 15-s access vs. 90-s access).

**Intervention**

Data for the intervention phase of the study are depicted in Figure 17. When problem behavior and alternative behavior resulted in the same consequences with both magnitude (least sensitivity) and quality (most sensitivity) being manipulated (i.e., resulted in 90-s access to the iPad), we saw increasing trends of problem behavior for both Rufus and Sabrina. During this phase, Rufus engaged an average of 2.1 instances of problem behavior per minute (range of 2.2 to 3.4). Sabrina engaged in an average of 0.4 instances of problem behavior per minute (range 0.1 to 0.7). We did not observe alternative responses for either Rufus or Sabrina.

During the second phase of the intervention, we manipulated the magnitude of reinforcement to favor the alternative behavior to determine whether manipulating a parameter the participants are least sensitive to in a DRA procedure would be effective. Thus, problem behavior resulted in immediately accessing a low quality item for 15 s and alternative behavior resulted in immediately accessing a low quality item for 90 s. Initially, Rufus engaged in the alternative behavior at 0.7 responses per minute; however, over subsequent sessions, the rate of alternative behavior decreased to zero. We did not observe any instances of problem behavior. For Sabrina, we initially observed both
problem behavior and alternative behavior. In session 6, problem behavior and alternative behavior both occurred at 0.1 responses per minute. Rate of alternative behavior increased slightly in session 7; however, it then decreased to zero for the last three sessions of the phase. Problem behavior was not observed during sessions 7-9; however, problem behavior occurred at a rate of 0.2 responses per minute in the final session of the phase. These data suggest that magnitude manipulations that favor alternative behavior were not sufficiently reinforcing to produce and maintain alternative behavior for Rufus and Sabrina.

The final phase of intervention consisted of favoring alternative behavior by manipulating quality (the parameter of greatest sensitivity for both participants). Both Rufus and Sabrina engaged in increasing rates of alternative behavior and we did not observe any instances of problem behavior. Rufus engaged in an average of 0.4 instances of alternative behavior per minute (range 0 to 0.8). Sabrina engaged in an average of 1.5 instances of alternative behavior per minute (range 1.3 to 1.6). Thus, for both Rufus and Sabrina, quality manipulations that favored alternative behavior increased rates of alternative behavior.

Collectively, the results of the intervention phase indicate that quality manipulations were more effective than the magnitude manipulations. For both participants, we saw the alternative behavior decrease to zero when magnitude was manipulated; however, we saw increasing trends of alternative behavior with zero instances of problem behavior when quality was manipulated.
CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The results of this study indicate that it may be possible to use arbitrary responses to assess individual sensitivity to different parameters of reinforcement that maintain problem behavior. In addition, when an individual is sensitive to multiple parameters of reinforcement, relative parameter sensitivity can also be determined using arbitrary responses rather than problem behavior. The results of the intervention for both participants validate the results of the parameter sensitivity assessment for Rufus and the relative parameter sensitivity assessment for Sabrina. Moreover, a parameter sensitivity assessment using arbitrary responses may be used to develop effective treatments for problem behavior in which extinction may not be feasible or possible. These results must be taken cautiously, however, until the procedures are implemented with additional participants, including those with problem behavior maintained by attention.

This study extends previous research in a number of ways. First, this study extends the work of Athens and Vollmer (2010) and Neef et al. (1994) by using arbitrary responses and reinforcers that maintain problem behavior to assess sensitivity to parameters of reinforcement for the purpose of developing a treatment for problem behavior. We were not only able to conduct an assessment using arbitrary responses to predict parameter sensitivity when applied to functionally alternative responses for problem behavior, but the results also allowed us to predict which parameter manipulation would likely be ineffective when applied to a treatment for problem behavior. Additionally, our procedures allowed us to minimize the occurrence of
problem behavior during assessment and potentially increase efficiency of the intervention. This extension may be particularly important for those participants that engage in high severity problem behavior that puts the participant and/or others in danger.

Second, our use of arbitrary responses also made it possible to expose participants to contingencies prior to conducting the sensitivity assessments, something not previously done. In using problem behavior to assess sensitivity to parameters of reinforcement, it is unclear whether the participants in Athens and Vollmer (2010) were exposed to the contingencies as intended because pre-exposures were not possible. This is particularly important for the immediacy parameter sensitivity assessment. Participants may have experienced the delay in reinforcement delivery as extinction rather than as a delayed consequence, potentially resulting in extinction-induced side effects (e.g., high rates of responding). Thus, ensuring that participants are exposed to the different relevant contingencies prior to assessment could more accurately identify sensitivity to immediacy.

Third, we sought to identify one parameter that each participant was most sensitive to so that an intervention could be developed using only one parameter manipulation rather than multiple parameter manipulations as other researchers have done. The results of Rufus’ parameter sensitivity assessments indicate that not all individuals will be sensitive to all parameters of reinforcement, particularly when the reinforcer being assessed maintains problem behavior. Thus, it should not be assumed that all individuals will be sensitive to all parameters of reinforcement. We successfully identified the most, or only, influential parameter for both participants and subsequently
implemented effective treatments. By reducing the number of treatment components to the most important parameter for each participant, it may be possible to increase overall treatment integrity and long-term effectiveness of the intervention. This approach may allow practitioners or other behavior change agents (e.g., parents, teachers) to concentrate their efforts and reduce treatment integrity errors (e.g., not implementing extinction correctly) that could be detrimental to the effectiveness of the intervention. However, there may be cases in which the parameter for which an individual is most sensitive cannot easily be manipulated (e.g., delaying reinforcement for problem behavior). Future researchers may want to investigate the extent to which less sensitive parameters can be manipulated to be effective; that is, can multiple less sensitive parameters be combined in a manipulation to outweigh a parameter for which an individual is very sensitive?

It is possible that had we tested additional magnitude and immediacy values, we may have been able to detect sensitivity for Rufus. For example, basic researchers have assessed sensitivity to immediacy of reinforcement (i.e., impulsivity) by testing a variety of values and determining at exactly what value subjects become indifferent (e.g., Madden & Johnson, 2010). Procedures such as these could be useful in determining exact values necessary to completely shift response allocation from one option to another; however, doing so would likely to be time consuming and therefore, not feasible for clinicians and practitioners. Additionally, using extreme values for parameters may result in the response being put on extinction; that is, if the delay value is long enough, it can functionally be equivalent to extinction. Although we tested only certain values, it is likely that we can make certain extrapolations beyond the tested values. For example, if
a participant is sensitive to magnitude when 15-s access and 90-s access are compared, it is likely that they would also be sensitive to larger access durations (e.g., 120-s access) when it is compared 15-s access. We extended previous research by attempting to select values for magnitude and immediacy that were meaningful for the participants instead of using completely arbitrary values. For immediacy values, we extended previous research by selecting values based on individual participant behavior (i.e., IRT). Therefore, we would expect that the delays tested would have been sufficient and any sensitivity to immediacy should have been detected. Similarly, we attempted to choose values for the magnitude assessment that would be detectable and meaningful to the participants but also feasible for implementation. An alternative could be to determine what is feasible for the behavior change agents to implement. Additional research should investigate various methods for efficiently selecting values to be evaluated in the parameter sensitivity assessments.

One potential limitation of this study is that although problem behavior was relatively infrequent for both participants during the parameter sensitivity assessments, all occurrences were ignored while the switch touches were reinforced. During the intervention phase of the study, we re-established baseline rates of problem behavior; however, it is possible that the arrangement used during the parameter sensitivity assessments inadvertently contributed to the rapid reduction of problem behavior during the intervention phase of the study. One potential explanation is problem behavior contacted extinction during the parameter assessments, thus weakening the behavior. Or, it is possible that we established a strong reinforcement history for alternative behavior in general. Additional participants are needed to determine whether such rapid reductions
are common after being exposed to the parameter sensitivity assessments or if these two participants are unique. If such reductions are common, future research may be useful on whether similar effects are observed when parameter assessments are conducted in a briefer format.

A second limitation is the low rates of problem behavior observed during the intervention parameter manipulations. The purpose of the intervention phase was to evaluate a DRA without extinction procedure using the parameters for which each participant was most and least sensitive. However, Rufus did not engage in problem behavior during the magnitude manipulation phase or the quality manipulation phase; Sabrina also did not engage in problem behavior during the quality manipulation phase. Thus, they did not contact the programmed contingencies for problem behavior in those conditions. Therefore, although procedurally we implemented DRA without extinction, we cannot be certain that reinforcing both problem behavior and alternative behavior but favoring the alternative behavior would be effective in reducing problem behavior. However, it is important to note that manipulating the parameter that the participants were most sensitive to was effective in producing higher rates of alternative behavior for both participants. Thus, we can conclude that manipulating parameters for which participants are most sensitive may be effective in increasing alternative behavior; however, we cannot make strong conclusions about the parameter manipulation effects on problem behavior without additional participants.

Both participants had behavior maintained by social positive reinforcement in the form of access to tangibles as well as social negative reinforcement in the form of escape. It was necessary to address the escape function during the parameter sensitivity
assessments because participants’ attempts to escape from the sessions could have otherwise interfered with the results. The inclusion of token economies sufficiently addressed the escape function for both participants, allowing us to obtain results on parameter sensitivity for tangible items. Of course, the token economy was in place for all conditions once it was introduced; therefore, it cannot directly account for differential results across conditions. However, the extent to which the token economy interacted with the experimental contingencies is unclear. Although we identified the parameters that both participants were most sensitive to and implemented an effective intervention, it is possible that without treating both functions, the parameter manipulations would not be as effective; that is, practitioners are cautioned against treating only one function of problem behavior through parameter manipulations. Additional research is needed on how multiple functions for problem behavior might influence sensitivity to parameters of reinforcement and subsequently influence the effectiveness of an intervention.

Finally, social negative reinforcement was excluded from this investigation because research thus far has not directly manipulated quality in parameter manipulations. For example, Peterson, Frieder, Smith, Quigley, and Van Norman (2009) manipulated quality of demand by providing a break from the demand with high quality (or highly preferred) items. This manipulation more accurately is a way to enrich the break rather than a way to alter the quality of the break. Rather, quality of negative reinforcement varies based on the aversiveness of the demand being escaped (e.g., Knighton, Bloom, & Clark, 2014). Thus, additional research is needed on quality manipulations for behaviors maintained by social negative reinforcement so that
procedures, such as those investigated here, can be applied to and evaluated with problem behavior with various functions.

It is important to emphasize that the current investigation only included two adult participants. The results of the study suggest that the methods used are promising for determining parameter sensitivity for the purpose of designing a treatment for problem behavior; however, they must be replicated with additional participants before strong conclusions can be drawn about both internal and external validity. The participants that took part in this study were both adults, with behavior maintained by social positive and social negative reinforcement. The target behaviors for which they were referred were relatively low severity and therefore may be feasible to place on extinction if those implementing the intervention could do so consistently. It is possible that individuals with more severe topographies of problem behavior would engage in more problem behavior during the parameter sensitivity assessments. This could be problematic if problem behavior interferes with the assessment being conducted. The assessments, however, were designed to always have an option available that provides a favorable outcome, decreasing the need to engage in problem behavior once the selection response (i.e., touching the switch) has been acquired. Nonetheless, additional research should be done to expand the populations for which this assessment procedure has been evaluated.

The use of parameter manipulations to implement a DRA without extinction procedures is still relatively new and additional research is needed to determine the most efficient and effective procedures to determine how best to manipulate parameters. Fine-tuning these procedures may provide practitioners with additional options for addressing problem behavior when extinction is not a feasible treatment component. Additionally,
continued research in this area may provide practitioners with more flexibility in designing interventions that can be implemented with high treatment integrity and subsequently result in long-term behavior change.

In addition to the areas for potential research mentioned above, the most crucial first step in developing this line of research is to further evaluate the reliability of the parameter sensitivity assessments with different populations. Specifically, it is most important to first evaluate these procedures with participants that have problem behavior with different functions. First, more research is needed with participants that have behavior maintained by a single social positive function to demonstrate clearly the effectiveness of the procedures in identifying parameter sensitivity that can be applied to an intervention. Once sufficient data has been obtained indicating the utility of the parameter sensitivity assessments with individuals that have behavior maintained by social positive reinforcement, studies should be conducted to determine whether the procedures are effective in evaluating parameter sensitivity for behaviors maintained by social negative reinforcement. Finally, additional research will be needed on evaluating parameter sensitivity for multiply maintained behaviors. In the current study, we used token economies to address escape functions while assessing parameter sensitivity for tangible reinforcers; however, it may be necessary to evaluate parameter sensitivity for both functions to develop a comprehensive intervention. If these steps have not included a variety of participants (e.g., age, diagnosis), additional research should be conducted to determine which individuals benefit from these types of assessments.

As research continues to establish the reliability of the parameter sensitivity assessments for different functions, researchers may begin to refine the procedures so that
they are feasible and realistic for practitioners to conduct. The participants for this study were seen two to three times per week for up to 2 hours per visit and data were collected over the span of 6 months. Although sessions were occasionally cancelled for holidays or participant illness and experimental rigor was needed for the purpose of this study, it was lengthy and would not be feasible to implement clinically. Thus, if the procedures are found to be reliable in identifying sensitivity to parameters of reinforcement such that an effective treatment can be implemented, then additional work is needed to make the procedures more efficient. It may be possible to conduct briefer assessments without decreasing the reliability of the assessments, and doing so, may increase the likelihood that practitioners will utilize the procedures.

Finally, one of the primary goals of using individual parameter sensitivity to develop treatments is to potentially increase treatment integrity by eliminating the need for extinction procedures. Thus, future research should assess caregiver treatment integrity and social validity of treatments that use parameter manipulations. If treatment integrity decreases over time or data indicate that social validity is not high, additional research should investigate how to improve these measures. Ultimately, the validity of these procedures will be seen in the degree to which it can be used to develop effective interventions and the extent to which those interventions can be implemented with integrity to produce long-term behavior change.
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Tables
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Referred Problem Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pacey</td>
<td>31 years old</td>
<td>Mild MR, major depressive disorder, impulse control (NOS)</td>
<td>Inappropriate vocalizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy</td>
<td>31 years old</td>
<td>Mild developmental disability, oppositional defiant disorder, malingering, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder</td>
<td>Inappropriate vocalizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy</td>
<td>26 years old</td>
<td>Mild MR, personality disorder (NOS), mood disorder (NOS), oppositional defiant disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, possible brain injury</td>
<td>Inappropriate vocalizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther</td>
<td>8 years old</td>
<td>Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, oppositional defiant disorder</td>
<td>Aggression, flopping, inappropriate vocalizations, elopement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

*Summary of parameter sensitivity assessment values*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Consequence 1</th>
<th>Consequence 2</th>
<th>Other Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Preference for stimulus</td>
<td>High Quality - iPad</td>
<td>Low Quality - Rufus: cards - Sabrina: magazine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mag: 30-s access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imm: 0-s delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td>Duration of access</td>
<td>High Mag - 90-s access</td>
<td>High Mag - 15-s access</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quality: high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imm: 0-s delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediacy</td>
<td>Delay between behavior and reinforcer delivery</td>
<td>Immediate - 0-s delay</td>
<td>Delay - Rufus: 10s - Sabrina: 4min 40s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quality: high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mag: 30-s access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

*Summary of relative parameter sensitivity assessment values*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters Tested</th>
<th>Consequence 1</th>
<th>Consequence 2</th>
<th>Other Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude vs. Immediacy</td>
<td>Low Mag-Immediate - 15-s access - Immediate</td>
<td>High Mag-Delayed - 90-s access - 4-min 40-s delay</td>
<td>Quality: High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality vs. Immediacy</td>
<td>Low Quality-Immediate - Low quality - Immediate</td>
<td>High Quality-Delayed - High quality - 4-min 40-s delay</td>
<td>Mag: 30-s access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude vs. Quality</td>
<td>Low Mag-High Quality - 15-s access - High quality</td>
<td>High Mag-Low Quality - 90-s access - Low quality</td>
<td>Imm: 0-s delay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Figures
Figure 1. Preference assessment results for Pacey, Lucy, Troy, and Esther. The first panel depicts the results of the MSWO preference assessment. The second and third panels depict the results of the attention preference assessment and the tracking test.
Figure 2. Functional analyses of problem behavior for Pacey, Lucy, Troy, and Esther. Triangles denote responses during the escape condition, closed squares denote tangible condition, open squares denote attention condition, and open circles denote play condition.
Figure 3. Overview of procedures.
Figure 4. Tangible preference assessment results for Rufus and Sabrina.
Figure 5. Attention preference assessment results for Rufus and Sabrina. The left panels represent the attention preference assessment where participants selected from pairs of four forms of attention. The right panels depict the tracking test where the therapists for the highest and lowest forms of attention switched to determine whether the participants tracked forms of attention or therapists.
Figure 6. Functional analyses for Rufus and Sabrina. Open squares denote responding during the attention condition; open circles during the play condition; black triangles during the escape condition; and black squares during the tangible condition.
Figure 7. Rufus’ quality sensitivity assessment. Circles denote high-quality selections and squares denote low-quality selections; these data paths are oriented to the left y-axis. Triangles denote problem behavior and are oriented to the right y-axis. Color of data path denotes the colors of the switches during the sessions.
Figure 8. Rufus’ magnitude sensitivity assessment. Circles denote high-magnitude selections and squares denote low-magnitude selections; these data paths are oriented to the left y-axis. Triangles denote problem behavior and are oriented to the right y-axis. Color of data path denotes the colors of the switches during the sessions. The numbers at the top of the graph denote the changes in magnitude values, with the low magnitude value appearing first.
Figure 9. Rufus’ immediacy sensitivity assessment. Circles denote immediate selections and squares denote delayed selections; these data paths are oriented to the left y-axis. Triangles denote problem behavior and are oriented to the right y-axis. Color of data path denotes the colors of the switches during the sessions. The token economy was introduced in session 11 and the delay was increased to 20 s at session 14.
Figure 10. Rufus’ immediacy versus quality tracking test. Circles denote the selection that produced low-quality items delivered immediately and squares denote the selection that produced high-quality items delivered after a 20 s delay; these data paths are oriented to the left y-axis. Triangles denote problem behavior and are oriented to the right y-axis. Color of data path denotes the colors of the switches during the sessions.
Figure 11. Sabrina’s quality sensitivity assessment. Circles denote the selection that produced high-quality items and squares denote the selection that produced low-quality items; these data paths are oriented to the left y-axis. Triangles denote problem behavior and are oriented to the right y-axis. Color of data path denotes the colors of the switches during the sessions.
Figure 12. Sabrina’s magnitude sensitivity assessment. Circles denote the selection that produced high-magnitude reinforcement and squares denote the selection that produced low-magnitude reinforcement; these data paths are oriented to the left y-axis. Triangles denote problem behavior and are oriented to the right y-axis. Color of data path denotes the colors of the switches during the sessions.
Figure 13. Sabrina’s immediacy sensitivity assessment. Circles denote the selection that produced immediate reinforcement and squares denote the selection that produced delayed reinforcement; these data paths are oriented to the left y-axis. Triangles denote problem behavior and are oriented to the right y-axis. Color of data path denotes the colors of the switches during the sessions.
Figure 14. Sabrina’s sensitivity comparison for magnitude and immediacy. Circles denote the selection that produced immediate low-magnitude reinforcement and squares denote the selection that produced delayed high-magnitude reinforcement; these data paths are oriented to the left y-axis. Triangles denote problem behavior and are oriented to the right y-axis. Color of data path denotes the colors of the switches during the sessions.
Figure 15. Sabrina’s sensitivity comparison for immediacy and quality. Circles denote the selection that produced immediate low-quality reinforcement and squares denote the selection that produced delayed high-quality reinforcement; these data paths are oriented to the left y-axis. Triangles denote problem behavior and are oriented to the right y-axis. Color of data path denotes the colors of the switches during the sessions. The asterisk denotes when the token economy was introduced with Sabrina.
Figure 16. Sabrina’s sensitivity comparison for magnitude and quality. Circles denote the selection that produced a high-magnitude of low-quality reinforcement and squares denote the selection that produced a low-magnitude of high-quality reinforcement; these data paths are oriented to the left y-axis. Triangles denote problem behavior and are oriented to the right y-axis. Color of data path denotes the colors of the switches during the sessions.
Figure 17. Intervention evaluation. Triangles denote problem behavior and open circles denote alternative behavior.
Figure 18. Alternative response-training data. The top panel is Rufus’ data and the lower panel is Sabrina’s. Triangles represent problem behavior; closed circles represent independent requests, and open circles represent prompted requests. The numbers at the top of the graphs denote the delay to prompts.
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